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New Margin Offsets Introduced between Coal and Emissions
Futures Contracts on ICE 
LONDON, UK - 2nd March 2009
globalCOAL announced today that ICE Futures Europe has introduced new margin offsets between its Coal Futures and
Emissions contracts.
The new arrangement will ensure that Clearing Members with offsetting positions in the two contracts will benefit from a 45%
reduction on their margin requirements. This will apply to all ICE Coal contracts including Rotterdam, Richards Bay and gC ICE
Newcastle, and the ICE ECX EUA and CER Futures contracts.
"This is great news for power and energy traders around the world who trade coal and emissions in tandem", said Eoghan
Cunningham, CEO of globalCOAL. "ICE's decision to offer margin offsets between the two commodities is an accurate reflection
of commercial reality, which will result in greater capital efficiency for traders. This truly enhances the value of the ICE Coal Futures
portfolio as a whole."
Both of ICE Futures Europe's Coal and Emissions portfolios posted record volumes in February 2009. ICE cleared a total of 41,080
coal contracts (equivalent to 41 million tonnes of coal), surpassing the previous month's record performance by 780 lots, whilst
Emissions volumes reached a new all time high of 447 million tonnes.

Note to editors: Margin offsets for futures are credits to initial margin requirements on positions held by Clearing Members. Margin
offsets reduce the total amount of collateral that must be pledged by the Clearing Member to the Clearing House.
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